Unit 3 Revision

1 Complete the sentences with the comparative or superlative form of the adjectives.

1. Swimming is ________ cheaper _______ (cheap) than horse riding.
2. Traffic jams in this city are ________________ (bad) I’ve ever seen.
3. Sometimes going on foot is ________________ (quick) than going by car.
4. I live in ________________ (busy) street of my town.
5. Air travel is still ________________ (expensive) form of transport.
6. Today is so much ________________ (hot) than yesterday.

2 Write complete sentences with the words using the comparative and superlative forms.

1. Trams / slow / trains
   Trams are slower than trains.

2. Andy / careful driver / Jason
   Andy is a more careful driver than Jason.

3. Indian Railways / large / railway network / in Asia
   Indian Railways has a larger railway network than any other country in Asia.

4. Working from home / comfortable / working in an office
   Working from home is more comfortable than working in an office.

5. That suitcase / heavy / of all
   That suitcase is the heaviest of all.

6. Electric cars / good / form of transport
   Electric cars are a better form of transport than....

3 Complete the sentences with as ... as and not as ... as.

1. In India, rickshaws are cheap. Pedicabs are cheap too.
   In India, rickshaws are as cheap as pedicabs.

2. Your engine is very noisy. My engine isn’t very noisy.
   My engine isn’t as noisy as yours.

3. This road is safe for pedestrians. That road is safe for pedestrians too.
   This road is as safe as that road.

4. My neighbourhood is quiet. Your neighbourhood is even quieter.
   My neighbourhood is not as quiet as your neighbourhood.

5. Commuting by bus is tiring. Commuting by car is more tiring.
   Commuting by bus is not as tiring as commuting by car.

6. I think skiing is exciting. I think horse riding is exciting too.
   I think skiing is as exciting as horse riding.
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4 Circle the correct option.
1 Which is the more polluted / most polluted city on the planet?
2 Angela is more / as talented as her sister.
3 Checking in at big airports isn’t as much fast / as fast as checking in at smaller airports.
4 That journey was the most expensive / more expensive than I expected.
5 Is your car so / as new as mine?
6 Cycling is the cleanest / cleanest means of transport I can think of.

5 Underline the mistake in each sentence and then correct it.
1 That’s the better car park in the city centre. best
2 Are lorries as heavy than elephants? as
3 Jo is much more funnier than Gail. funnier
4 He is the most bad driver I know. bad
5 Your plane ticket was much more expensive from mine. as
6 Dog sledges are some of the most older forms of transport. as

6 Choose the correct option (a or b) to complete the sentences.
1 Is modern transport a / b efficient as animal transport?
a as b so
2 That is the a / b interesting documentary I’ve seen.
a more b most
3 This battery lasts longer a / b that one.
a than b from
4 Your car is just as comfortable a / b mine.
a as b like
5 They say this engine is much a / b for the environment.
a more good b better
6 Are sharks a / b dangerous than alligators?
a as much b more